
 

 

Booth Sales and the Booth Scheduler 
 

Booth sales help girls reach more customers 

Booth sales are a terrific way for troops or groups to 

experience selling Girl Scout Cookies to the general public by 

taking cookies to local businesses and community gathering 

points for direct sale. They do not replace the girls’ door-to-

door sales, but serves as another opportunity to increase your 

troop’s success by reaching more customers. 

Booth sales are arranged by the Association & Service Unit 

Cookie Booth Coordinators. They contact local businesses to 

arrange for locations and schedules that afford troops the 

opportunity to conduct booth sales. If you have suggestions 

for ideas for booth locations, contact your Service Unit Cookie 

Booth Coordinator. It is very important that businesses have 

a single point of contact concerning booth sales. Do not contact businesses for troop booth sales.  

Booth sales are held in late February through the month of March.  Remember, Cookie Cupboards do 

not open until after booth sales start so be sure your initial order includes cookies for at least the first 

weekend of booth sales.  

Troops will use the Booth Scheduler to sign up for council booth sales (according to the dates and 

restrictions identified in the Troop Handbook) and/or request a private troop booth sale (subject to 

approval by the SU Cookie Booth Coordinator). Details on using the system are in the eBudde section 

of your Troop Handbook.      If you have a private sale opportunity, discuss it with your SUCBC. A private 

booth sale is one that has limited public exposure and limited access for customers. Generally retail 

locations would not be considered a private booth. 

The Booth Scheduler will allow troops to select booth opportunities anywhere in council. It is highly 

recommended that you only select those locations that you are familiar with to ensure sound booth 

management. When conducting a booth, your troop represents the entire organization. Please remind 

girls to put their best foot forward and show the public how great Girl Scouts really are. 

The Booth Scheduler is controlled by the following restrictions that dictate how many booth s can be 

selected throughout the scheduling process. Keep in mind, these rules detail the maximum slots 

allowed up to that point. 

The Booth Scheduler will open in January  with the following restrictions in place  

NOTE: Your Troop Handbook detail dates for each season 

Selection -Round 1 2 slots, max 1 booth per chain 

Selection -Round 2 4 slots, max 2 booth per chain 

Selection -Round 3 6 slots, max 3 booth per chain 

Selection -Round 4 no restrictions on chain repetition or total slots 

The rules restrict booths per chain, not only per store location. Of course, the individual store will come 

under the chain rule, but it is meant to prohibit someone from grabbing all of one type of store. As an 

example: In the first round, troops will only be able to select one Giant or Safeway, but they could select 

one of each. 


